In this paper we consider the estimation problem in a continuous time linear model. We establish that, under certain covariance structure of the process, if the best linear unbiased estimator for the expectation of the process is sufficient then the process involved has a Gaussian distribution. In particular, this implies that, under some conditions, the linear sufficiency and ordinary sufficiency properties are equivalent if and only if the distribution of the process is Gaussian.
Introduction
The present paper investigates the properties of linear sufficiency and ordinary sufficiency in a continuous time linear model. The main goal is to give a characterization of a Gaussian process by the above-mentioned properties.
In the last 20 years, several authors have introduced, developed, and characterized the concepts of linear sufficiency and linear completeness in a classical linear model, that is, a linear model in discrete time. These concepts coincide with the ordinary concepts when the normal distribution is imposed. For all these results see, Baksalary and Kala [1] , Drygas [2] and Müeller [3] , among others. The authors of the present paper have extended these concepts to a continuous time linear model. We have proved the equivalence between the linear concepts and ordinary concepts when the model is a Gaussian process (see [4, 5] ). On the other hand, and independently of the above results, several authors (using different hypotheses) have proved in a classical linear model that if the least square estimator is sufficient then the model is a Gaussian model, see Kelker and Matthes [6] , Eberl [7] and Bischoff et al. [8] . The most general result concerning this characterization has been given by Bischoff [9] , where the covariance matrix of the model is different from the identity matrix. The objective of this paper is to give a characterization of a Gaussian process imposing the sufficiency on the BLUE estimator of the expectation of the process. This characterization (given under determined covariance structure) implies that the linear sufficiency and the ordinary sufficiency are equivalent only when a Gaussian distribution is assumed.
From now on, let (Z t , t ∈ [0, T ]), T > 0, be a stochastic process with distribution
where F T is the σ -algebra generated by Z t , t ∈ [0, T ]. Let E 0 be the mathematical expectation with respect to P 0 . Suppose that 
The mathematical expectation with respect to P will be denoted by E and with respect to P θ by E θ . Thus, the process (
We denote by
We are interested in estimators constructed by the observed paths of the process (X t , t ∈ [0, T ]) in a linear way, that is, we are interested in estimators belonging to the class L(X t , t ∈ [0, T ]). We refer to this class of estimators as linear estimators. With this framework, we can essentially use the same concepts that in a discrete time context with some technical differences. Next, we give the concepts we shall use throughout the paper. From now on, the terms minimum variance, unbiased and uncorrelated estimators are all referred to the measure P θ , θ ∈ R p . When the measure P is involved, it will be mentioned explicitly. An estimable linear combination is a linear combination of θ which can be unbiasedly estimated by elements of L(X t , t ∈ [0, T ]). We say that a linear estimator is the BLUE for an estimable linear combination of θ if it is of minimum variance among all linear estimators unbiased for the linear combination. Let K be a compact subset of R. We consider a family (θ r , r ∈ K) of elements in L(X t , t ∈ [0, T ]). If K is not a finite set then we shall suppose that (θ r , r ∈ K) is continuous in square mean sense. We denote by L(θ r , r ∈ K) the closure in L 2 (R [0,T ] , F T , P ) of the linear combinations of (θ r , r ∈ K). Then (θ r , r ∈ K) is linearly sufficient if the BLUE of each estimable linear combination belongs to L(θ r , r ∈ K). We say that (θ r , r ∈ K) is linearly complete if for 
, where A j is the j th component of A. These operators can be extended to
and the second as a vector of real numbers. This implies that if
Then, for each j , L j is a continuous linear operator and, applying the Riesz representation theorem, we can assure the existence of an
It is immediate that
and, from (1),
For a linear estimator Y unbiased for 0 we have from (3) that E[Yθ ] = 0 and using (4) we see that E 0 [Yθ ] = 0. This means thatθ is uncorrelated with all linear estimators unbiased for 0, sô θ is the BLUE for its expectation. Finally, denoting by
In the following section, we provide a Basu type result, which is the key to prove the subsequent results. In Section 3, we characterize the distribution of the process we are considering and finally, in Section 4, we will show an example.
A Basu type result
in other words, the BLUE for E θ [Z] is a deterministic estimator. Each element Z of S ⊥ can be written as Z =θ Z + W , that is, Z is the sum of a deterministic estimator plus an estimator W which has a distribution independent of θ.
In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we need a lemma which is similar to that given in Ibarrola and Pérez-Palomares [5] , so we omit the proof.
Lemma 1. (θ r , r ∈ K) is linearly complete if and only if
Now we are in a position to show the main result of this section. Proof.
From hypothesis, Z and θ r are uncorrelated, for all r ∈ K. Since Z ∈ L(θ r , r ∈ K) it means that Var(Z) = 0 and therefore Z = 0, a.s. which shows that (θ r , r ∈ K) is linearly complete.
(ii) If (θ r , r ∈ K) is linearly sufficient and linearly complete, then it is the BLUE for its expectation and for each r ∈ K, θ r = g(r) −θ , a.s. with
(iii) Since (θ r , r ∈ K) is linearly complete, from Lemma 1, θ r = g(r)θ, r ∈ K, a.s. with θ ∈ L(θ r , r ∈ K) and thereforeθ is also linearly complete. It is clear that the σ -algebra generated by the process (θ r , r ∈ K) and the σ -algebra generated byθ differ in null sets. Therefore, the sufficiency of (θ r , r ∈ K) is translated to theθ estimator. Moreover, by the same argument, it suffices to show thatθ and Z are independent for each Z ∈ S ⊥ . Thus, let Z ∈ S ⊥ of dimension m and let A and B be Borel-sets in R p and R m , respectively. First of all, we will prove that
We have, by definition of P θ , that
By (5), there exists a matrix T such that E θ [Z] = Tθ, P θ -a.s. Thus,
Sinceθ is a sufficient estimator, there exists a version of P θ (Z − Tθ ∈ B|θ) independent of θ. Let h(θ) be this version. Then, we obtain
On the other hand, sinceθ is linearly complete we have, from Lemma 1, that the support ofθ is in the subspace {E θ [θ ], θ ∈ R p }. Now, we consider the measure ν in R p induced byθ with respect to P 0 , that is, ν(·) = P 0 (θ ∈ ·). From (6) and the considerations above, we conclude that
for all z in the subspace {E θ [θ ], θ ∈ R p }, in particular, for all z ∈ R p except in ν-null sets. Integrating this equality with respect to ν(dz) and applying Fubini's theorem, we assure that
On the other hand,
that is,
for all u ∈ R p except in ν-null sets. Then, from this equality together with (7) we deduce that
Finally, it is immediate that ifθ and Z are independent under P 0 , then they are independent under P θ .
Sufficiency and Gaussian processes
In this section we will see that the sufficiency ofθ (with additional hypotheses) leads to the Gaussian character of the process (X t , t ∈ [0, T ]). For this purpose, we consider the eigenvalues 
The goal is to prove that ifθ is a sufficient estimator, then some of the variables Z k have a Gaussian distribution. If we prove the Gaussian character of Z k under P 0 it is automatically proved for P θ , θ ∈ R p , so we consider the above expansion of the process with respect to P 0 . Moreover, if we consider the inner product Y,
, then we can write the expansion of the process as
where the convergence is in square mean sense with respect to P 0 . Thus, we havê
We define the following index sets,
Thus,θ can be written aŝ
Each θ , Z k 0 is a vector of R p , so the last equality implies that there exists a finite subset
Thus, it is immediate that
belongs to S ⊥ and Z * , Z k 0 0 = Z, Z k 0 0 / = 0, which proves the lemma.
Now we enunciate the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the random variables (Z k , k ∈ (T S ∪ T S ⊥ ) c ) are jointly independent. Then, we have that ifθ is a sufficient estimator then, (Z k , k ∈ (T S ∪ T S ⊥ ) c ) are Gaussian random variables.
Proof. First, for each k ∈ T S , there exists a vector c k such that Z k =θ c k , P 0 -a.s. Using (8) we can find a matrix P such that
We fix a k 0 ∈ (T S ∪ T S ⊥ ) c . From Lemma 2 there exist a Z ∈ S ⊥ and a finite subset C ⊆ (T S ∪ T S ⊥ ) c such that 
Corollary 2. Suppose that T S = ∅ and (Z k , k ∈ (T S ∪ T S ⊥ ) c ) are jointly independent random variables. Ifθ is a sufficient estimator then every estimator BLUE has a normal distribution.
Proof. First, from (8) and Theorem 2,θ has a normal distribution. On the other hand, every estimator BLUE is unique and is therefore a linear combination of theθ estimator, showing that it has a normal distribution.
An example
We shall illustrate the results given in the preceding sections by considering two type of covariance functions. First, we consider B(s, t) 
(B(t, s) + A(t)A (s))F (ds)
= A(t) + a 2 2a − 1 t a c cc = 1 + a 2 2a − 1 c
c A(t).
This implies that the estimatorθ verifying (2) iŝ
It is well known that the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the covariance function B are
. . Next, we are going to identify the subsets T S ⊥ and T S (defined in Section 3).
On the other hand, applying a change of variable to the last integral and integrating by parts, we obtain
If we suppose that (Z k , k ∈ N) are independent random variables, Corollary 1 let us to conclude thatθ is a sufficient estimator if and only if (X t , t ∈ [0, 1]) is a Brownian motion.
The second example corresponds to the covariance function B(s, t) = min{s, t} − st, s, t ∈ [0, 1] which is associated to the Brownian bridge. Consider A(t) = c (t a − t), c ∈ R p and a > 1/2, a / = 1. As before, the case 0 < a 1/2 is trivial. The construction ofθ is straightforward and its expression iŝ As in the above example, we have that if t ∈ (2jπ, (2j + 1)π ) then sin t > 0. On the other hand, if 1/2 < a < 2, t a−2 − (t + π) a−2 > 0 but, if a > 2 then t a−2 − (t + π) a−2 < 0. So, we can conclude that if a / = 2, 2k / ∈ T S ⊥ . If a = 2, we have 2k ∈ T S ⊥ , ∀k. In a similar way we can prove that (2k − 1) / ∈ T S ⊥ , ∀k and, as before, it is immediate that T S = ∅. Finally, we conclude that if (Z k , k = 1, 2 . . .) are independent random variables, thenθ is a sufficient estimator if and only if (X t , t ∈ [0, 1]) is a Brownian bridge (with A(t) = (t a − t)c , c ∈ R p , a > 1/2, a / = {1, 2}).
